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Sales of typewriters skyrocket from the
shelves of thrift stores due to NSA hysteria. Office
stores across the nation scurry to only find the re-
maining stock of ribbons are all dried out. Mass
panic in the streets ensue. However at multikulti
we are aware that our eyes have been compro-
mised by spy neural-nano-bots sprayed by chem-
trails. So we work without the need of ribbons and
instead use lemon juice.

However in the grand scheme of things,
intellectually advanced cockroaches that live in
deep Earth are conspiring a complete take over of
Earth’s surface after their plan of complete nuclear
fallout and devastation on the surface is realized
in the hands of human pawns. Dreadsen, as seen
in the video (tiny.cc/drn02), is working on identi-
fying the locations of these cockroaches to remove
their menace on all other life, including shared in-
terests with our extraterrestrial fellows in the spar-
ing of humans to welcome them into the age of
enlightenment, abundance and free energy. 

Right now the cockroaches still have
humans in their clutches and we at multikulti are
determined, with our ability to transfer and re-ma-
terialize boric acid through the medium of mind
waves and to triangulate to their locations, com-
plete borification. 

Our 100+ year plan to eradicate them
by putting borax in laundry detergent, there after
their use, flushed into the grounds via channels in
sewers, has failed to show any positive results in
their defeat. There is no diplomacy with these
cockroaches as they do not possess the function
nor ability of empathy, not even for their own
kind. However they have fooled us in believing
they have empathy for the past 10,000 years. We
have learned through the advancements of under-
standing psychology in the 19th and 20th cen-
turies to identify their quality of existence as the
inequivocal sociopath.

You can join the movement at multi-
kulti by making use of our newest technology —
The NSA Proof Typewriter. Next time you are at
multikulti or a Q4 event, feel free to jot down a
random thought anonymously.

MASSES IN THE STREETS, MULTIKULTI REACTS
CALMLY TO EVEN DEEPER CONSPIRACY
By Dr. Nothing  ::  Communication Art

Disclaimer: This is fictional humor that may or may not parallel your understanding of the truth. However access to the typewriter
is universal at multikulti.

Random specimen at the typewriter, subjected to the MK-GARLIC program

Every Tuesday night the
zombies awake for their daily dose of
vibrational treatment at multikulti from
10PM into the dawn, returning ready to
function for their day jobs the next day.
"The metaphysical discussions that
arise after a free Mocha from Marla
filled my mind's faculties once they
were freed from the mundane side ef-
fects of daily television and fluoridated
water. The vibrations of the jazz helps,"
claimed Alfred. Another person was in-
trigued by the thought connect with
drummer Vincent on the topic of life vs.
the game frogger where the frogs were
driving, when all of the sudden "Eu-
reka" yelped Hektor just after he dis-
covered how to start broadcasting

multikulti Television to bring healing to
the masses.  He looked at Aleatory and
spoke: "Let's start a playlist and anytime
we have caring curing vibrations we
stream it live." Aleatory replied "Well
we would have to find an effective
medium to stream." Hektor then in-
formed Aleatory that he might have a
connection to propogate the modulated
frequencies through  the power lines in
a way to resonate not just televisions but
all devices that people plug in their out-
lets. So while we beta-test streaming
those folks that have been fully zombi-
fied by their devices by the shadow with
frivolously mundane programming can
still get the live stream at mkchi.org/live
for now and in the hope for their better-
ment can get in person treatment to their
faculties by showing up in person to the
jazz. They can get a free dose of
espresso drinks to help open the capil-
laries in their brain for high bandwidth
free flow un-intercepted reception. We
guarantee, there won't be a drag.

Jazz Nights Cures the Docile
By Dr. Nothing  ::  Communication Art

MK is back to Green

The green screen
(chromakey) studio has re-
opened with a batch of brand new
lights donated by Dreadsen
(Media Skeptic.) We have catered
our green screen to all types of
talent in the past from music
video production to rap news and
comic relief. If you would like to
have a show or need a space to

create or continue your show let
us know by emailing us at multi-
kulti. We accept donations for the
use of the room and the old rate
of $10/hr. continues.

Stay tuned for more episodes of
Media Skeptic. Watch previous
episodes here:
mediaskeptic.net

Members of Multikulti have been
involved in producing Independent
Media Television with Indymedia
since episode 86. We hooked up
with Indymedia when we availed
our space and resources for the
NATO convergence center May of
2012 (see Natoindymedia YouTube
channel) as was seen on ABC news:
tiny.cc/mknato

The program airs on the first and
third Monday of every month at
11pm local time in Chicago on

channel 19 and also on Free Speech
TV internationally. We are always
prepping future issues. Deadline for
submissions is middle of the month.
You can also watch the episodes on-
line as well as material that does not
make it into the program on the
CIMC channel on YouTube
(youtube.com/cimc). We are al-
ways looking for volunteer submis-
sions and we are also short of
available hosts to host the program.
If you are interested in getting in-
volved, give us a holler.

MK+C IMC=POW!

Illinios NORML redefines what it
means to be normal: Yourself. So in-
spired by being ourselves we wel-
come other selves to join the
discussion of NORML's goals of
complete legalization of [beep.] IL-
NORML's big  win has made head-
lines with the passing of the medical

use, due to go in effect January of
2014. Project MK-NORML strives
to induce the mass population in the
experience of being themselves with
monthly meetings at 7pm every first
Wednesday of the month. You can
hypertravel to their digital address at
the tap of the keys: illinoisnorml.org

Free the Human Breed with the [beep]

Inspired by however not affiliated with The Onion.


